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Turbulent fluid flow and related solid particle behaviour in the direct vicinity of the heat exchanging
(HE) surface of a scraped heat exchanger crystallizer was studied. The liquid flow is visualized by dye
injection and the particles are monitored directly for two types of commonly used scraper geometries. In
conjunction with this experimental work, we performed direct numerical simulations of the two-phase
(solid–liquid) flow system. Our main goal is the design of scraper geometries that enhance heat transfer
by perturbing the thermal boundary layer, and effectively scrape off particles that nucleate, grow and
adhere onto the HE surface. Also the turbulent flow generated by the moving scrapers should direct the
particles into the bulk of the tank. The experiments and simulations show good qualitative resemblance
which enables the design of scrapers based primarily on numerical predictions.

© 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The formation of an insulating scale layer on heat exchanger (HE)
surfaces is a common problem in cooling and melt crystallization
(Rao and Hartel, 2006; Pronk et al., 2008; Qin et al., 2006). The higher
supersaturation close to the HE surface compared to the supersat-
uration in the bulk solution is the main cause of this phenomenon
(Pronk et al., 2005). This higher supersaturation provokes higher nu-
cleation and growth rates at the HE surface, and if no action is taken
a scale layer of crystals is formed, that drastically decreases the heat
transfer efficiency, and that can ultimately cause failure of the whole
crystallization process (Vaessen et al., 2004).

Continuous scraping of the HE surfaces is commonly used to pre-
vent scale formation. This mechanical action affects the fluid flow as
well as the particle dynamics in the crystallizer by creating signifi-
cant additional flow and turbulence. The influence of the scrapers on
the flow dynamics not only depends on their position and velocity,
but also on their particular shape. Therefore special attention has to
be given to the geometry of the scraper. Although earlier studies have
been done to visualize and to compute the flow on the scraper area
(Yataghene et al., 2008; Duffy et al., 2007; Stranzinger et al., 2002;
Fitt and Please, 2001), no experimental or computational studies of
the particle trajectories have been done until now.

The scraper removes the fluid boundary layer at the HE sur-
face, and turbulently mixes this fluid up with the bulk fluid, which
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increases heat transfer. Therefore the influence of the scrapers to
the heat transfer on scraped heat exchangers has been extensively
reported on literature (De Goede and De Jong, 1993; Vaessen et al.,
2004; Landfeld et al., 2006). In some crystallizer designs no mixers
are used, and the scrapers provide the only mechanical action that
is responsible for the flow field and therefore for the temperature
and particle distributions. Under conditions where the imposed heat
flux causes a scale layer, stable operation is still feasible as long as
the crystals formed closely above or on the HE surface are trans-
ported away from the surface. The scraper geometry should direct
the particles into the bulk solution where they either dissolve or
grow into the crystal size distribution. The role of the scraper ge-
ometry is therefore not limited to its effect on the flow but also de-
termines the removal efficiency of the fluid boundary layer and the
removal rate of the crystals from the surface.

In a former paper the turbulent flow at the bottom region be-
tween the scraper blades was obtained from large eddy simulations
of a clear fluid. The simulated flow patterns could explain the differ-
ence in local heat transfer between the uniformly heated HE surface
and the bulk solution (Rodriguez Pascual et al., 2009). In this paper
we present a combined experimental and computational study of the
fluid flow and particle dynamics closely above the HE surface of a
crystallizer equipped with two commonly used scraper geometries.

Because visualization of particles and fluid flow during crys-
tallization are very difficult to achieve; two different types of ex-
periments were designed for either flow or particle visualization.
The experimental results were compared with the results of direct
numerical simulations (DNS) using the lattice-Boltzmann method.
This experimental and computational study was focused on the
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start-up behaviour of the flow-particle dynamics of the scraping area
up to 300 s (corresponding to 350 scraper revolutions) after which
the flow-particle conditions are more or less steady.

The aim of the work presented in this paper is in exploring the
feasibility and potential of detailed numerical simulations for the
design of scrapers. For this we focus on qualitatively correct predic-
tions, and on the physical phenomena that need to be incorporated
in the computational approach to get those. For instance, it appeared
to be essential to incorporate particle–particle collisions in order to
account for the build-up of particles in front of a scraper.

The paper is organized in the following manner: First we intro-
duce the flow system and scraper geometries to be investigated;
and we briefly describe the experimental setup for flow and particle
visualization. Subsequently the essentials of the numerical method
(lattice-Boltzmann discretization for the liquid flow, Lagrangian par-
ticle tracking for the solids) are given. In discussing the results, we
consider the start-up and quasi-steady state behaviour of the two
phase flow system by one-on-one comparing snapshots of compu-
tational and experimental results. The final section summarizes our
main findings.

2. Experimental techniques

2.1. Apparatus

For experimental simplicity and because our research focussed
on the scraper area, a laboratory scale scraped heat exchanger crys-
tallizer designed for the formation of ice scaling from aqueous so-
lutions was used. The crystallizer setup consists of a cylindrical 10 l
transparent Plexiglas tank of 30 cm height and 20 cm diameter. On
the centreline of the tank a vertical shaft is positioned connected to
a rotor. The crystallizer has a 1mm stainless steel bottom plate with
a heat transfer area of 0.031m2, which is scraped by four rotating
Teflon scraper blades of 99mm length that are driven by the vertical
shaft (Fig. 1). Two types of scrapers were used along with different
holders. The flow in the tank was only driven by the motion of the
scrapers; no additional impeller was installed.

The scraper in Fig. 2a has a vertical shape that ends in a sharp
tip and is attached to the scraper arm by a top holder. A normal
force to the heat exchanger plate is applied by springs or air pressure
balloons that are located between the holder and the scraper. These
kinds of scrapers are commonly used in different types of cooling
crystallizers. Preliminary experiments had shown that the vertical
shape of the scraper leads to a build-up of particles in front of the

Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the ice scaling crystallizer.

scraper. A second type of scraper as given in Fig. 2b was, therefore,
designed with a more streamlined shape without exterior holders or
other protrusions. The scrapers are attached to the shaft by an inte-
rior metal bar, and the force exerted on the heat exchanger surface
is applied by torsion of this bar.

2.2. Flow visualization

The flow around the scrapers was visualized by releasing a
coloured dye. The schematic experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3.
A 1% potassium permanganate water solution, with a strong purple
colour was injected at three different heights at the back of one of
the scrapers, directed to the next scraper at an angle of 45◦.

The dye solution was injected from the top through rubber tubes
going down inside the shaft until the scraper height. The three rub-
ber tubes were connected to metal tubes coming out of the shaft at
three different heights from the bottom at the rear of the scraper.
The flow pattern behind this scraper and in front of the next scraper
was recorded during rotation by a digital camera Canon IS Power-
shot attached to the shaft and rotating at the same speed. In this
way we were able to see the flow around the scraper blades in a
reference frame revolving with the scraper. To achieve a stable light
intensity, the tank was illuminated with a light projector and un-
wanted reflections were maximally eliminated by the use of crossed
polarizers in front of the camera and the light projector.

2.3. Particle visualization

For particle visualization the same setup was used as for flow
visualization but without the tubes for dye injection. The particles
were MgSO4 · 7H2O crystals, with a density of 1680kgm−3, and a
size distribution ranging from 0.5 to 2mm, to mimic the situation
as happens during crystallization. The particles were released at the
bottom of the crystallizer and were subsequently agitated and lifted
by the action of the scraper. The particles were recorded by the rotat-
ing camera following the rotating scraper. The same light conditions
were used as in the dye experiments.

2.4. Computational techniques

2.4.1. Calculation of velocity fields
For the single-phase flow an in-house developed lattice-

Boltzmann (LB) code has been applied. The efficiency of the LB
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Fig. 2. The top two figures are the vertical scraper design used in the experimental crystallizer (left) and the schematic cross area of the geometry used in the CFD
simulations (right). (b) The bottom two figures relate to the streamlined scraper design.

Fig. 3. Schematic setup for flow and particle visualizations (left). The picture at the right shows in black the tube for the dye injection with the angle of 45◦ .

method for computational fluid dynamics simulations has been
shown by Somers (1993). The LB-based fluid flow code has been
extended with a procedure to track solid particles through the flow
domain (Euler–Lagrange approach, see also Derksen (2003)). Here,
we employ the same Euler–Lagrange approach to simulate the com-
bined fluid and particle flow in the scraping area of heat exchanger
surfaces.

In order to fully resolve the flow and the particle motion (direct
numerical simulations) we cannot simulate the entire crystallizer

volume; we have schematized the situation as occurring in the vicin-
ity of the HE surface and the scrapers by considering a rectangular
domain of 4×106 grid cells (nx = 100, ny = 200, nz = 200) as shown
in Fig. 4.

The Navier–Stokes equations are solved without the use of a tur-
bulence model. Every grid cell corresponds to 1mm in each direc-
tion. As boundary conditions the domain walls are made periodic
in their x and y directions and for the bottom plane (scraped sur-
face) a no-slip condition is applied. The scraper extends from one
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Fig. 4. Entire Computational domain with a linearly moving scraper (in the positive
y direction) and crystals represented by the circles.

side of the box to the other in the x direction and moves in the y
direction. Since a periodic boundary condition was applied in the y
direction, we mimic the scraper meeting its own back flow as if this
flow were produced by the scraper in front as happens during rota-
tion. For the top plane of the computational domain a free slip con-
dition is applied. The particles that arrive there are not taken into
account anymore just as if they left the scraping area to the bulk and
do not come back. The Reynolds number is defined as Re = V · L/� ,
with V the scraper speed, L the scraper height and � the kinematic
viscosity of the working fluid. In this case we studied the Reynolds
number was set to Re = 2.5×104, which makes the flow turbulent.
The continuous phase was water with a density = 103 kgm−3 and
viscosity = 10−6 m2 s−1. For the simulations the two scraper geome-
tries as described in the experimental section were used.

As already mentioned, the simulations were performed in a lin-
early moving system instead of in a rotating system as were the
experimental visualizations. Thus we leave out the effects of corio-
lis forces in the fluid flow and the centrifugal and coriolis forces on
the particles (given their density difference with the liquid). These
effects could have been incorporated in the simulations by adding a
body force to the fluid flow equations, and additional forces acting
on the particles. In this qualitative stage of research it was decided
to focus on flow structures and leave refinements for future work.
In terms of the particle flow around the scraper, we do not expect
much effect of the centrifugal force since it would act in the x direc-
tion, whereas we observe the flow past the scraper in the yz plane
(see Fig. 4).

2.4.2. Calculation of particle trajectories
The particle trajectories were calculated in a Lagrangian frame-

work. A simple approach was undertaken in which we restricted the
forces acting on the spherical particles with diameter dp to inertia,
gravity and drag forces. The equation of motion used was

�
6
d3p�p

d�vp
dt

= �
8
d2p�lCD|�u − �vP |(�u − �vP) + �

6
d3p(�p − �l)�g (1)

d�xp
dt

= �vp (2)

The velocity vector u of the fluid at the particle position is calcu-
lated by tri-linear interpolation of the surrounding grid velocities.
For the drag coefficient we took the Schiller and Naumann (1935)

correlation:

CD = 24
Rep

(1.0 + 0.15Re0.687p ) Rep <1000 (3)

and

CD = 0.44 Rep �1000 (4)

where

Rep = |u − �p|dp� (5)

The system of equations were numerically solved using semi-implicit
Euler time stepping.

For easy visualization only 200 particles were released at the bot-
tom of the flow domain in front of the scraper. They were treated
as spherical particles of dp = 1mm diameter and had the density of
MgSO4 · 7H2O crystals as in the experimental part. The Stokes num-
ber (defined as St = (�p/�l)(d

2
pV/�L)) for these particles is around 3

(larger than 1) that implies they have sufficient inertia to collide
with the scraper and bottom wall. The collisions with the scraper
and the bottom were taken to be elastic. This means that for particle
collisions with the bottom the velocity component in the z direction
of the particle changes from vp to −vp, leaving the x and y compo-
nents as before the collision. The final direction of particle collisions
with the scraper depends on the inclination angle of the wall and
the incident angle of the particle. The outgoing particle angles after
colliding with the scraper only vary in the yz plane, the velocity in
x direction does not change after the collision. Since the scraper is
moving in the y direction, collisions with the scraper add momen-
tum to the particles in the y direction

2.4.3. Calculation of particle–particle interactions
The method for detecting and handling particle–particle colli-

sions was similar to the one proposed by Chen et al. (1998). In their
method, they make use of a collision detection algorithm that antici-
pates collisions in the upcoming time step. Subsequently, the path of
two particles that are bound to collide is integrated in a three-step-
process: the pre-collision step, the collision step (in which the par-
ticles exchange momentum), and the post-collision step. In order to
limit the computational effort spent in handling the particle–particle
collisions (which in principle is an M2 process, with M the number
of particles), we have grouped the particles in each other's vicinity
in a so-called link-list (Chen et al., 1998). The extent of the vicinity
of a particle in which potential collision partners are sought is the
lattice cell in which the particle under consideration resides, and the
26 neighbouring cells. This reduces the number of possible collisions
partners to a few for a specific particle during a specific time-step.

The collision algorithm assumes that one particle can only col-
lide once during one time step. The reason is purely practical: taking
into account multiple collisions in one time step would lengthen the
computations to an unfeasible extent. The assumption either limits
the time step, or the particle volume fraction. In any case, in the
simulations there is a finite chance that the collision detection algo-
rithm misses a collision. This is reflected in the situation that at the
next time step, two approaching particles have a mutual distance
less than dp. If this occurs, a so-called missed collision procedure
is executed: directly at the start of the time-step, the particles in-
volved are given their post-collision velocities (making that they now
are moving apart). During the time step, the particles are displaced
as a pair according to their average velocity, and they move apart
with their relative velocity until they have a mutual separation of at
least dp.
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3. Results and discussion

3.1. Streamlined scraper geometry

The results for the streamlined scraper geometry will be treated
first. The experimentally obtained flow visualization results of the
injected dye and the DNS calculations are presented in the rotat-
ing reference frame moving with the scraper (Fig. 5). The top two
figures correspond to 20 s after start-up, and the bottom figures to
230 s. By that time the system has reached a quasi-steady state. The
experimental data and DNS calculations of the flow field agree qual-
itatively well. Both types of results show the development of a tur-
bulent flow with initially a well-defined eddy structure in the wake
of the scraper, and a highly turbulent wake in the later stages. The
initial vortex transports liquid removed from the HE surface by the
front of the scraper back to the HE surface in its wake. Also after
the initial vortex has dissipated, the dye visualization experiments
show that fluid is hardly transported towards the bulk of the crystal-
lizer. As a consequence, we expect the heat transfer not to be greatly
enhanced by the action of the scraper: the fluid removed from the
heat exchanger plate remains in the same scraping area and does
not mix with the rest of the bulk solution.

For this scraper the calculation of the particle trajectories did
not include particle–particle collisions. We could afford neglecting
particle–particle collisions since we had a small overall solids volume
fraction, and the visualization showed that there were no places
where particles preferentially concentrate. The calculated particle
trajectories show good agreement with the measured trajectories as
can be seen in Fig. 6. At start-up the scraped particles smoothly follow
the surface of the scraper and the eddy created behind the scraper
returns the particles to the heat exchanger surface at the back of the
scraper. As time passes the coherence of the wake eddy gets weaker
and the particles are more uniformly distributed in the solution. Still
many particles eventually land at the HE surface behind the scraper.
During crystallization these particles will have a reseeding effect on
the just cleaned surface. The benefits of having a streamlined scraper
also become apparent from the visualizations and simulations. The
liquid flow has relatively smooth streamlines so that the particles
easily follow the flow and do not build-up in front of the scraper.

3.2. Vertical scraper geometry

For the vertical scraper geometry two different types of flow vi-
sualization experiments were done, one type where the dye was in-
jected from the backside of the scraper moving in front of the one

Fig. 5. Vector plane representing the velocity flow field for the streamlined scraper
geometry compared to measured flow visualization. The top two figures correspond
to 20 s after start-up, and the bottom two after 230 s (quasi-steady state).

Fig. 6. Particle trajectories from particle-flow simulations for the streamlined scraper
geometry compared to measured particle-flow visualization. The top two figures
correspond to 20 s after start-up, and the bottom two after 230 s after reaching a
quasi-steady state.

viewed by the digital camera (Fig. 7), and another type where the
dye was released at the heat exchanger surface in front of the vertical
scraper blade before the start of rotation (Fig. 8).

From the pattern of the dye released from the back of the scraper
in front of the one observed by the camera, it can be observed that
the fluid in front of the scraper is pushed forward by the approaching
scraper wall and then is thrown upwards along the scraper wall and
beyond (i.e. higher up in the tank). Eventually the dye is being sucked
down again (Fig. 7).

From the pattern of the dye released just above the heat ex-
changer surface it can be observed that the dye partly climbs up-
wards against the approaching scraper wall and then moves over
the top of the scraper. The other part of the dye ascends much fur-
ther away in front of the scraper (Fig. 8). This rising flow far from
the front wall of the scraper is the consequence of the eddy formed
behind each scraper that pushes dye from the scraped surface up-
wards. These two upwardly directed flows meet and create the tri-
angular area free of dye observed just above the vertical scraper in
the right picture of Fig. 8.

The observations from the dye patterns are qualitatively in agree-
ment with the DNS results presented in Fig. 9. An instantaneous shot
of the calculated flow pattern of the vertical scraper is shown in
Fig. 9. It is clearly visible how close to the front of the vertical scraper
wall the liquid is pushed upwards and that an eddy is created be-
hind the scraper with a linear size roughly twice the scraper height.
This eddy transports the fluid that passes over the top of the scraper
down to the surface and rolls it upwards again more closely behind
the scraper; the two up flows meet and create the triangular cone
free of dye above the scraper that was shown in Fig. 8.

The particle visualizations of the vertical scraper show that ini-
tially the particles are piled up against the front wall of the vertical
scraper forming a triangular particle build-up region at the tip of the
scraper. After this building up the particles start to get pushed up
by the upward flow in front of the scraper (Fig. 10).

When this process is followed in time (Fig. 11) a triangular area
of piled up particles is created in front of the scraper, and the newly
arriving particles are pushed over the top of the scraper by the
flow.

In simulating particle trajectories, initially we neglected the ef-
fects of particle–particle collisions on the motion of the particles,
just as we did with the streamlined scraper. As initial condition,
all particles are positioned upon the scraped surface in front of the
scraper (as in the experiments). The computational results differ
from the real situation because no piling up of particles in front of
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Fig. 7. Snapshots of the flow visualization with dye injected at the back of scraper in front of the scraper observed; vertical scraper geometry. The time between frames is
5×10−2 s.

Fig. 8. Snapshots from dye released above the bottom during the starting up. The
time between frames is 5×10−1 s.

Fig. 9. Instantaneous velocity flow field of the vertical scraper geometry in the
reference frame of the moving scraper at 2×10−1 s after starting up.

the scraper occurs as can be seen from Fig. 12. This is so because
if no particle–particle collisions are taken into account, the parti-
cles can occupy the same space. Also particle–fluid coupling has not
been applied and the fluid flow field does not feel the presence of
the particles.

Before implementing particle-particle collisions in the simulation
code we first wanted to confirm that the absence of particle build-
up in front of the scraper was responsible for the difference between

Fig. 10. Snapshot of MgSO4 · 7H2O crystals scraped from the heat exchanger surface
at 7×10−1 s after starting up. In front and at the bottom of the scraper a triangular
build-up of particles is formed.

particle behavior in simulation and experiment. To do this we cre-
ated an artificial build-up volume by extending the scraper with a
triangular region (see Fig. 13). The size of the triangle was based on
our experimental observations

Once this artificial build-up is added to the scraper shape the
simulations of the particles properly reflect the measured situation
as shown in Fig. 10.

The locally high solids volume fractions in front of the ver-
tical scraper clearly demonstrated the need for considering
particle–particle collisions when integrating the motion of the
particles.

Therefore our simulation procedure without the additional tri-
angular extension was extended with (fully elastic) particle–particle
collisions to mimic realistically the particle trajectories. In Fig. 14 it
is shown how a simulation with 2000 particles properly creates a
build-up, just as in the particle visualization experiments.

To better visualize the flow and its influence on the particle tra-
jectories the number of particles was restricted to 200 in the visual-
ization (though kept to 2000 in the simulations). Five snapshots of
the simulations at time intervals of 2.5×10−2 s (from 2×10−1 s after
start) are given in Fig. 15.
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Fig. 11. Snapshots of the MgSO4 · 7H2O crystal particles scraped from the heat exchanger surface during start-up behaviour. The time spacing between the frames is 5×10−2 s.

Fig. 12. Image of the computational simulations that show piling up of particles
(red dots) at the bottom of the vertical scraper at 7×10−1 s after starting up. (Note:
The particles are depicted irrespective from their x coordinate.) (For interpretation
of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

Fig. 13. Vertical scraper geometry (green) with the artificial particle build-up in
front of the scraper (blue) at 7×10−1 s after starting up. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)

In the second frame of Fig. 15 the particles start passing over the
scraper and are carried to the top of the main eddy that is created
in the wake of the scraper when starting it up. This eddy gradually
disintegrates into smaller eddies and turbulent structures.

In the third frame the start-up eddy approaches the front of the
next scraper, causing a downward oriented flow there. This down-

Fig. 14. Simulation of 2000 particles scraped from the bottom surface at 7×10−1 s
after starting up.

ward flow passes through the particles that have reached the top of
the vertical scraper, and pulls them down again towards the HE sur-
face in front of the scraper. Also some particles that are already above
the top of the scraper are transported horizontally by this turbulent
flow a further distance in front of the scraper. The same situation is
visible in the second frame of Fig. 11. The last two frames of Fig. 15
show how the eddy keeps approaching the scraper while carrying
the particles. It finally disintegrates by interacting with the front of
the scraper leaving behind a turbulent field. When this occurs the
flow field in front of the scraper carries the particles from a wide re-
gion in front of the scraper upwards to the bulk, in agreement with
the visualization results presented in the third frame of Fig. 11.

The simulations show that neither the streamlined scraper nor the
vertical scraper was good scraper designs. The streamlined scraper
because it does not mix the scraped thermal boundary layer with the
bulk solution and redirects the scraped particles to the clean surface
in the wake of the scraper. The vertical scraper is inadequate because
it accumulates the particles in front of the scraper, but the mixing of
the thermal layer with the bulk solution is better. An improvement
of the vertical scraper could be the triangular addition to the bottom
part of the vertical wall of the scraper to avoid the appearance of
the front build-up.
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Fig. 15. Snapshots of the particle-flow simulations at time intervals of 2.5×10−2 s.

4. Conclusions

We studied the flow and solid particle trajectories induced by
a scraper moving over a flat wall, mimicking the heat exchang-
ing surface in freeze crystallization. The focal point of research was
the impact the scraper geometry has on parameters influencing the
stability of the crystallization process such as scraping efficiency,

mixing of solute and crystals, and directing scraped-off crystals to-
wards the bulk of the crystallizer. Two specific scraper geometries
were compared in this respect. An approach based on experimental
flow and particle visualization was combined with direct numerical
simulations. The particle-flow simulations used lattice-Boltzmann
discretization to solve the Navier–Stokes equations, and a Lagrangian
approach to particle tracking.

The simulation results were in qualitative agreement with the ex-
perimental visualizations of the same system. In this first attempt to
simulate the particle and flow behaviour we made a couple of sim-
plifying assumptions: with respect to particle motion only drag and
gravity forces acting on the particles were taken into account. Fur-
thermore particles collided elastically with the HE surface and the
walls defining the moving scraper. Since we considered relatively
low particle loadings, we initially neglected two-way coupling be-
tween liquid and particles, and particle–particle collisions. The latter
neglect proved critical for one of the scrapers where a build-up of
particles was observed experimentally. Also, the simulations were
done with a linearly translating scraper through a periodic domain,
whereas in the experiment the scraper is revolving. Given the quali-
tative agreement between simulations and experiments the absence
of centrifugal and coriolis forces was not felt strongly. Adding body
forces induced by rotation to the simulation procedure is very well
doable and will be considered in future work.

Our numerical approach without particle–particle collisions pro-
vided satisfactory results for the streamlined scraper because this
shape did not accumulate the particles during its scraper action. For
the vertically oriented scraper this simulation approach failed due
to the build-up of particles as could be observed from the visual-
isation experiments. It was therefore considered to be essential to
include particle–particle collisions in order to predict accumulation
of particles. When this was implemented the simulations were in
agreement with the results of the visualization experiments.

The simulations provided good insight in the behaviour of the
particles and the fluid flow induced by the two scraper geometries.
In case of the streamlined scraper the particles smoothly follow the
flow that transports them over the top of the scraper, but are redi-
rected to the surface at the back of the scraper. Also due to its shape
the thermal layer removed from the scraped heat exchanger sur-
face remains close to the scraping area and does not strongly mix
with the bulk fluid which does not enhance heat transfer as much
as one would wish. In contrast, a vertically oriented scraper mixes
the removed thermal layer higher up with the bulk. The downside
of the vertically oriented scraper is a strong build-up of particles at
its front. This may contribute in insulating the HE surface from its
surroundings, and in forming bigger chunks of (ice) crystals when
the build-up agglomerates. These big agglomerates being released in
the crystallizer form a serious risk for the stability of the process. In
the paper we suggest that this situation could be avoided by adding
a scup at the front wall of the scraper.

In a broader sense, we strongly believe that detailed numerical
simulations contribute to improving scraper design formore efficient
and stable cooling crystallization processes.
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